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Abstract

This investigation concerns the relative speed with which listeners

'comprehend (and answer) subject- and object-questions in English, German,

and DutCh. The primary data are the times requited to answer pairs of
4

questions like

Who is chasing the' boy?

' Who is the boy chasing? f
P

and their counterparts in Dutch and German. In the three languages, the

corresponding questions express the same semantic content, but ift.three

different syntactic forms. The subject/object functions are signalled, by

word order in English, morphology in German, and only by context.in Dutch..

Thug by noting which of the two lorms is responded to more rapidly in each.:

5.

language, we may gain some insight into the roles that these three kinds

of cues play in the comprehension process.

It turns out that subject-questions are answered,faster in Dutch

eNand German, but object-questions are answered, faster in English. We

4
think this outcome favors the view that comprehensi \n is a highly inter-

( active process whiCh draws upon multiple kinds of cues, but we also note

an ambiguity in the English results, and consequently a need for further

investigation.
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Interpreting WH-QuestiOns'in EnglishGerman, and Ddtch

Peter A. Schreiber,and',Charies Read

Introduction
.

Despite uncertainty about many substantive issues, much current work-in

linguistics-and psyCholinguistica proceeds.from,the assumption that.the cog

nitive mechanisms whichtare involved in reaitime:syntactic processing-,mdat
_

be ai'l.east partly independent of the abstract linguistic Syptem., although

tacit knowledge, of latter may. be intimately implicated .in the. process:
-

On this view, the ramMar is an,abstract-device that specifies the 'class of

well-formed sentences and assigns them structural description . The actual

,

synthesis and analysis oi.utterances are then seen as invo lvin additional
Its

principles (Chomsky, 1.965; Clark & Clark, 1977; Fodor, Bever, & Garrett, 1974;'

Kimball, ,1973; Yngve, 1960).. Hence, models that purport to repuesent-what .

speakers do in producing or comprehending sentences must iniiolve'mechanisms

4 4 -

that at least supplement the pdrely grammatical ones.

A partial model for the processing of syntactic structure is found in -

the set of extensive proposalsmade by T. Bever, J.A.'Fodor, and their col
N., .

leagues in various reports, most notably Bever (1970) and Fodor, Bever, and

f

Garrett (1974). One of their major hypotheses is that the syntactic process-

'-'111r ing of a sentence relies-heavily on a system of tacit heuristic parsingstra--

tegies for making direct inductions abou the base (deep) structures of sen-

tences. These perceptual strategies are of themselves rules of grammar; they.
A

are explicitly intended to be heuristic and probabilistic in nature. Several

types of strategies are plpbsed: some are intended as universal principles

for assigning a general syntactic organization to sentences, others are
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19page-specific strategies, yet others are claimed to be linguistically

special cases oft cognitive principles-governing behavior in general. Central

among their substantive proposals is the-claim that the universal basis for

processing sentences involves isolating the clauses that comprise them. The

Clause (actually the deep 'stricture clause, which they call a sentoid) is

held to be the primary processing unit, the unit of perceptual integration.

The model,of syntactic processing that emerges from Better (1970) can be

outlined'as follows. As the incoming sentence is received, it is placed_in

a short-term memory storage where the parts that constitute each sentoid arel

held. (It is assumed that, for the purposes of syntactic parsing, sentences
. .

.or, strictly speaking, utterances have already received a lexical analysis.)

The actual syntactic processing stage involves grouping the parts together

", into sentoids and deterthining the relationship of the various sentoids to

one another. As soon as each sentoid is constru t d d its relationships

determined, it is dismissed from short-term memory and submitted for semantic

processing. The general processing model and the notion'that sentoids are

the basic perceptual unia-, at the level'of syntax are taken to be universal;

however, the specific strategies used in determining the clausal units, stra,

tegies,that presumably come into play during actual syntactic processing, must

Fie language-specific. Among the proposed strategies, a central one is what

Fodor et al. (1974, p. 344 ff.) call the "canonical sentoid strategy," which

asserts that when the listener encounters a NP V (NP) sequence in the surface

form of an.input sentence; he should assign this sequence an analysis as sub-

ject, verbjand object), respectively, of the underlying sentoid. It is of
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course clear that this general strategy would need to be supplemented by vari-

ous.others; indeed, Bever (1970) contains a more detailed set of strategies

whose effect is equivalent to that of the canonical sentoid 'strategy (CSS) .

These strategies have been critically scrutinized by several writers; Frazier

(1979) presents telling arguments of both a metkodological and substantive

nature against Bever's proposals. Nonetheless, the general force of the CSS

has a certain intuitive appeal; as Bever, Fodor, and others have suggested,

it implies that the processing of sentences with the canonical NP V (NP)

quence (with the first NP interpreted as subject) should be easier than the

processing of sentences with a noncanonical order. FOdor et al. (1974, p.

347) claim that "the stages in processing

input to the form NP V and then ap

appear to be to first reduce the.

the canonical sentoid strategy."

An immediate implication of this is that, ceteris'paribus, sentences where,

say, the object precedes the subject should be harder and/or take longer to

process than ones in which the elements are already in the canonical shape.

In fact, 4odor et al. (p. 346) propose the 4jteresting speculation that

'Who has John kissed?' ought to be harder than 'Who has kissed John ?' if
V

the canonical sentoid theory is generalizable to sentences which do not con-

tain embeddings." f
The Problem

As is implied by the speculation Of'Fodor et al., there is some evidence*

that the CSS accounts for certain aspects of the processing of embed d sen-

tences, specifically relative clauses for which it has been found that wl4L1'

clauseis center-embedded, subject relatives are more easily processed

10
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than object relatives. This result; however, does not provide unequivocal

support foP the CSS, for the same prediction would follow from other, quite \

different theories.of processing, e.g., Kimball (1973).. In fact, most ex-

plicit acc nts of ntence proCessing'pf which we are aware would seem to

lead to si ilar predictibns; aside from Kimball's theory., this would include

J.D. Fodo (1979), Wanner and Maratsos (1978), and Bresnan's (1978) inter-

pretation of the Wanner and Maratsos proposals. While not subscribing to

the CSS itself, Wanner and Maratsos present evidence that supports the view

that subject relativesare more easily processed than other, types. Finally,

va,
similar predictions would appear to follow from the proposals concerning NP

accessibility made by Keenan and Comrie (1977). In view of this, it seems

appropriate to attempt to test the prediction directly by examining compre-
.

hension of simple and also embedded information (WN) questions. Specifi-

cally, it would seem that if the CS Approach is correct, subjects (Ss) ought ""

to respond more quiCkly to subject questions like Who is kissing the woman?

than to object questions like Who is the woman kileing?, for only the first

\.nforms to the canonical order. The research' reported below originated as

an\. ttempt to examine precisely this claim. Out hypothesis was that if the

CS sip:roach is rigtt, Ss' latencies to (correct).response should be shorter

when t questioned constituent is a subject rather than,an object in both

simple a d embedded information questions. Moreover, we wished to examine

the resuls with both children and adults, si e we are interested in deter-

mining whether significant differences exist between child and salt syntactic

processing. \Finally, we felt it would be valuable to examine the issue cross-

linguistickly, both because there have been few controlled crops-linguistic

11
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processing studies and'Ve6ause important insight into the 0 theory might be

gained if the langUages compared differed substantially in the way they sig-
,0

nal the basic clausal relations. In particular,,we chose to compare results

obtained from English, Germad, and Dutch native' speakers because these three

languages differ interestingly in terms of syntactic (word order) and morho-
-

logical (and even prosodic) signals of structure.

The specific differences in the formation of simple and embedded WH-

questions in the three languages are illustrated by the following sentenc

c

(1) English

a. Who is kissing the imman?

b. Who the woman kissing?

c. Tell ma who to-kissing the woman.

d. Tell me who the woman is. kissing.

(2). German

.a. Wer kUsst die Fria

b. Wen kUsst die Frau?

c. Sag mir, wei die Frau kUsst.

d. ,,Sag fair, wen die, FraU kUsst.

(3) Dutch

a. Wid zoent de vrouw?

7114.
b. Wie zoent de-vrouw?

c. Zeg me wie de' vrouw zoent.

d. Zeg me wie de vrouw zoent.

In English. the contrast between subje6t and non-sUbject WH-qUestions (both

simple and embedded) is signalled primarily by order: when the WH-word refers

).1
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not produce absolute differentiation.

As suggested earlier, there is' some evidence, e.g., Manner and Marafsos

(1978), that subject relatives are more easily processed than object relatives.

This is consistent with the CS approach, but it would also be consistent with

the claim that subject relatives (and subject WH-words in general) are inher-

ently more easily accessible, Or even with the claim that listeners have a

disposition, preference, or expectation for a subject-interpretation of WH-

words. In fact, the Dutch data discussed in Read, .Kraak, and Bqves (1979)

supports this last interpretation. One appeal of a cross-linguistic compar-

ison was that it seemed to provide away of distinguishing between the pre-

dictions made by the CS approach and the generally greater ease of or pref-

erence for subject interpretations. Note that these two are confounded in

English: the CS approach claims that a major step in processing is to con-

vert the surface input into a form consistent with canonical SV (0) order,

'44

so that, say, SVO sequences should be easier or f0ter to process than ON

sequences, ceteris paribus. This predicts an advantage for subject questions

and relatives.

German differs from Englis in morphologically marking case on all NPs;

moreover, although there are u d orders in German clauses, it has been

argued (e.g., by Vennemann, 1974) that German main clauses are best viewed as

having not a basic Subject Verb Complement order but rather a Topic Verb X

order,'where the Topic can be basically any constituent, and where X corre-

sponds to theremainder.of the structure. For example, all four of the fol-

lowing are perfectly normal German sentences:

14
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(4) a. Der Mann kiisst die Frau. 'The man (nom) kisses the woman (acc).'

b. Die Frau kiisst der Kann. 'The woman (acc) kisses the man (nom)4,

viz. The man kisses the woman.

c, Die Frau kiisst den Mann. 'The woman (nom) kisses the man (acc

d. Den Mann kUsst die 'Frau. 'The man (acc) kisses the woman (nom

viz. The woman kisses the man.

A more elaborate example, modelled after Vennemann (1974) is the following;

(5) a. Fritz muss gestern seinen Freunden das Buch gegeben-haben.

'Fred must yesterday his friends the book given have.'

viz. Fred must have given his friends the book yesterday.

b. Gestern muss Fritz seinen Freunden das Buch gegeben haben.

c. Seinen Freunden uss Fr
1

itz gestern das Buch gegeben haben.

I
d. Das Buch muss Fritz gestern seinen Freunden gegeben haben.

The facts of German are even further complicated. First, in main clauses the

main verb is in second position only if there are.no "auxiliary" verbs; if

there are, the main verb occurs generally in clause-final positiop; this so-.

called brace construction is illustrated in (6).

(6) Er hat das Buch 'nicht gelesen. 'He has the book not read.'

viz. He did not read the book.

Moreover, in subordinate clauses, the normal order is subject object verb, as

illustrated in (2c-d) above. There are other rearrangements and permutations,

but the basic point is that while-ceitain orders may be unmarked in certain

clause types, it seems doubtful that a potential German counterpart of the CSS

A

would be framed in terms of word order; rather;ka strategy using morphorOgical

categories would apply more generally. If that strategy refers to morphological

' 15



categories like [+nominative], it follows that the stages of processing

German would differ to some extent from Oose for English. Recall that

Fodor et al% claim that "the stages in-processing appear to. be to first re-

duce the input to the form.NP V (NP).andthen apply the canonical sentoid
qft,

strategy," which,asserts.that a NP V (NP) sequence should be assigned,an

analysis as subject, verb (and object), respectively, of the underlying sen-

toid. (Fodor et al.do not qualify this claim so as to indicate whether they

mean it to be universal or-language-particular; for the/present, we assume

thatthe first part of the'process, reducing the input to some canonical

form, is language-particular, as is the input statement for th# CSS itself.

The output of the CSS, that is the mapping of a canonically reduced surface

form onto an appropriate set of grammatica/krelations, is presumably to be
-,'

defined in universal terms.) For German, the first stage reduction of input

would presumably be stated in terms of the relevant'morphological categories
. /

rather than in terms of order (sequence of syntactic categories or phrase

I .

types).' This first stage might take very roughly the form of (7):

,(7 Given a potential sentoid in the surface structure, reduce the

input to the form NP [+nom], V, (NP [ +acc]).

The actual statement of the CSS for German would then be roughly given as (8):

(8) Assign a NP [+nom] the analysis subject, assign a NP [ +acc] the

analysis object, and assign V the analysis predicate.

Note that neither of these statements need be interpreted as imposing a linear

ordering of elements into canonical sequence. If they are not so interpreted,

/no prediction of greater ease for subject relatives or WH-words is made.

The situation in Dutch is intermediate between English and German.

16



Dutch N s are generally not-morphologically marked' y distinct case categories.

There is a anon4cal NP V'XNP) order in main clauses;' subordinate clauses, how-

ever, occur in NP. (NP) V order. On the whole then, a strategy much like that

tfor English would.also apply in Dutgh, except that, in the formulation of the

,,-
relevant first stage of processing, a distinction'would have to be drawn be-

tween main clause and subordinate clause' orders. It should also be noted
a

that, rather likp German, Dutch main clauses operate on a verb-secbnd

ciple; that is, constituents of many types can be topicalized with the verb

then appearing immediately 'after the topic,-and the remainder of the. clause

following the verb inntherwise normal order. We will not attempt to spetify

what consequences the V- second character of Dutch main clause structures would

have for a formulation'ofthe pregise statement of a CSS for Dutch'...

The Expetiment

Stimulus materials. To test the predictions of the CSS-,.-we developed a

list of 13 simple WH-questions containing five distracter (and learning) sen-

tences and four Ilairs'of corresponding:subject and object qUestiOns, such as

(9):

(9) a. Who is pulling the girl?

b. Who is the girl pulling?

The list began with two warm -up (learning) questions, followed by the eight

experimental sentendes among which three additional distracter sentences were

. interspersed. 'Corresponding subject and object questions were always separated

by five intervening. sentences. Another list of exact counterpart embedded ques-

tions was also constructed and was organized in the same way as the simple ques-

tions. On this list, the following pair of sentences occurs as the doppeiganger

17
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o (9), for example:

(10) a. Tellme who is pulling the girl.

b. Tell me who the girl is pulling.

Both the simple and embedded question sets were presented in two °orders:

after the first two warm-up questions, the remaining eleven sentences of each

set were put into two inversely ordered lists. Translation-equivalent lists

organized in precisely the same way were constructed in German and Dutch.
/0(

.The full list of sentences used in the three languages is provided in the

Appendix.

The materials on the basis of which the questions were'to be answered

consisted of a set of line.dramings. The pictures corresponding to (9) are

shown in Figures One and Two.

Insert Figure One and Two about here

There were 17 pictures, the first four of which were simply drawings of the

individuals that appeared in subsequent stimulus materials, while theremain-_

ing pictures represented actions or situations. Among the four pairs of pic-

tures corresponding to the four pairs of expirimental sentences, two of the

picture pairs represent a non-reciprocal action such as the girl pulling the

boy in Figure Two. Two other pain.; represent a reciprocal action; for ex-

ample, one picture shows a man and woman looking at Atne another. This picture

is given in Figure Three. Two cop esNof exactly this same drawing were then

used to elicit the response to the questions (11): 1 '

(11) a. Who is the man looking at?

b. Who is looking at the man?

is
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Figure 1. Picture for stimulus sentettes (9a) and 10a)..v
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'Figure 2. Picture for stimulus sentences (9b) and (10b).
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.

Inisert Figure Three about here

The reasons for using both reciprocal and non-reelprocarpairs will be dis-
, -

°cussed later. Each of'the drawings for the eight experrmental sentences con-
--

"tained Only two individuals, but the/warm-up and distracter pictures, had from

two to four indilviduals. The corresponding pairs of gictures and questions

were de igned t ells t the same response; for example, given the drawings'in-

Figures e. and both questions in (9) elicit the boy as a'correct re-.

sponse. This design''' S,used for reasons discussed below:
i

AO )

i

Th Stimulusse nces were recorded under. carefully controlled conditions
..

r

by nat speakers a trof the languages: The actual stimulus tapes were

then reated by comp 444, controlled-playbac of"the recorded speech: On the

re ltant high qUali, pe recordings, a soft tone (40 6 below 0 VU) was .

o
.

nserted exactly two hatf seconds before the onset of every stimulus

sentence. There was,a1W4 constant interval of eight and a half seconds

,. ..

.

.

between the onset of ea ,;;. i:euccessve stimulus sentence. The line drawings
,.-,

,

were collected in two leaf notebooks, to be, shown manually to subjects

:,.4r.TA.
by one of the e)efteriMen#* The funCtion of the tone on the tape was to

. .
.,, .

signal the experimenter ow the picture that corresponded to the next

stimulus sentence, as we s to alert the.S that a stimulus sentence would

Shortly occur. During th X terval between, the tone and the following sen-
t

tence, Ss would thus hal4e4rOpportunitTto examine the rawing Figure Four

schematically representstheOrganization Of the.stimulus tapes.

Injsle igure Four about here

21



Figure 3. Picture for stimulus sentences (11).
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The Ss, who were interviewed individually in a quiet room, were given

instructions about the nature of the task. They were told that they would be

shOwn the pictures in the book and that they would hear over headphones a ques-

tion about each picture. They were asked to answer the question as fast as

,

they could. They were then shown the first lour drawings whi'Ch were rfpre-

.

sentations of each of the people-that appear subsequently in the test pictures.

Ss were told what each of the people was to be called. After Ss were then-

given an opportunity to ask questions, the experimental session began.

Equipment. The stimulus sentences were presented over headphones from

a Uher 4000 series monophonic tape recorder. Ss responses were recorded on

A
a Uher 4000 series stereophonic recorder. Exactly the same equipment and

drawings Were used in all the experimental sessions in all three countries

where the research was conducted. In order to measure RTs, the dependent

variable, the SSR'keyboard was used (Stephenson &ROberts,1977). One of the

two channels of the stereo recording unit was used for a standard audio re-

cording of the entire proceedings. The other channel received the output of

the keyboard which has a crystal-controlled timing signal with phase-encoded.

bits representinkthe onset of the stimulus question and the onset of the S's

response. The bits are triggered by an analog-to-digital converter driven'hy

a microphone amplifier.. Also encoded on the timing signal were bits repre-

senting. information manually entered by 'one of the Es keying in graphic char-

acters at the keyboard. These characters were used to confirm stimulus and

response onsets, as well as to encode information such as the S's age and sex,

the order of stimulus questions, andthe identifying number for each stimulus

sentence.

24
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6
e

Subjec's. The adul-

speakers were student

r

cts were university students. Native English

he University of,Wisconsin, Dutch speakers were

fromthe Katholieke U ersiteit in Nijmegen,. and-Germairspeakers were stn,7

dents at the University of Cologne.. Thap,thild Ss were seven-year-olds; the

English speakers were'first and second graders from the Huegel School in

/. Madison, Wisconsin; the Dutch children were of the same age from the Gabriel

School in Nijmegen, and,the German children were about a year younger, from

the Katholischer Kindergarten in Kranenburg. Only children with normal speak-

ing and hearing were used as Ss.

Observations on experimental design. Since the aim of the reSearch was

to collect data on (possible) differences in RT between subject and object

. questions, both simple and embedded, the primary comparisons were to be made
4

between the RTs for each member of corresponding subject and object pairs such

as (9). Therefore, throughout the lists, question types Were systematically

. varied between subject and object; as can be seen by inspecting the lists of

sentences in the Appendix, for the experimental sentences, the sequence in one

order was 0, S, S, 0, S, 0, 0, S, and in the other oiderthe sequence was ex-.

ictly reversed. As indicated above, both questions in a corresponding S and

440air were to elicit the same response. The reason for this was so that pos-

sible differerAs in RTsWould not reflect task-unrelated response bias, such

as differences in lexical access.

The choice of two reciprocal and two non-reciprocal pairs was motivated

by the folloWring consideration. Correct responses to questions about drawings

representing non-reciprocal actions might not reflect a full p'rocessing of,the

stimulus sentence; pince it might not be necessary to determine grammatical
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relations fully before the appropriiate response.mould become apparent. For
.

e?xample, 'seeitg Figure One and searing question (9a), Ss might have SuffiCient .

(

information to answer the question by the time they have heard pulling. tut
--,.

.

in the cases where a,reciprocal,actiorewas,represented in the drawing, it would
.

presumably not be*possible for'Ss to give, the ,correct regbonse in advancenf %

determining grammatical relatiOns,. Fgr example,, a drawingnfa man and. .), . r

woman looking at one another, a S who 'iears the:question (11b) is unable to

- n
choose the correct response until the entire sentence has been heard and the...,

subject/object relations have been identified. The use of both reciprocal

and non-reciprocal .casee thus constituted a check'on differential use of gram-
i

c
matical information.

11

The ambiguity of the Dutch questions provided an dditionalmoti4ation

for the distinction between reciprocal and non-reciprocal pairs. In .aneTal

context, the Dutch simple andembedded WH-questicins are systematically aMbig-
_./

,,-

uous structurally, although as suggested earlier, there is a. marked preference

17
for subject interpretation in actual use. Even with the prosodic cues. that

favor an object interpretation, Dutch.speakers impose subject interpretations

about 72% of the time,in a neutral context. Therefore, theContrast between
°

reciprocal and non-reciproCal.pairs.becomes quite interesting because in the

latter an object interpretaticin may be Ifnrced by he picture while in the

former it.is not. For example, :given the picture of the:sirl pulling the boy,

as in Figure Two, and question (12), an object interpretation of the ques-,

tion is clearly required:

(12) Wietrekt het meiSje? 'Who pulls the girl ?'

viz. Who is the girl. pulling?

26



On. the ptherhand, given a picture'of a. man and womao kissing one:another,

,

an4 question (la), neither the-pittdre nor tbe.questiOn:foite a- parti-

ular interpretation; the questionremains ambiguous. .

. . .

'A-Tinal, and important, methodological observation should be made con

.'.cerning:what is-being'measuted.by-RTs'Wthis-etperiment., earlY, the RTs

-Obtained,are:!not a direct reflectionofon-line'processing. In terms of the

two major categories of experimental tasks identified by Levelt (1978), the

OeSign Used:here, questiOn-enswering, belongs to the "successiveleasuremOt"
.

rather than the "sidiUltandous measurement" category. The-IatterAype, Which

can be claimed to offeri3otential ditedt: evidence about:on-line procdasing,

involves, accprding:.to Levlt.(p. A), "protedures where-measurement akeS-:
, . .

.r.laceAuring.reception of the stimulda,"Whereasthe formek type,whiCh
ti

. .prineiplecan offer only.potential-indirect evidence about procesaing,

-volves "protedured whteMeasiiretent takes ace after'..ptesentatioit of the
. .

.

. ,

stimulus." The interval which'we.Measured'w from the Onset o tthe stimulus

sentente-tO.the onsei'of;iliareaptiaSe;..'ddring id time the subject:tears

presumably comprehends the question, seeks Qut the necessary information for.

esponitingi composes an answet,'aild starts°tQ'pioduce it The RT results
. ,

tauOint.ditectly::distinguish these distinct tasks, for the results are the

-

sum of, at leasti.qmPreheOdiof14'me;1194nctprodOCtioHowevet,..
,

. .

memory and production araheld dtiniarit:Witin'Membets of. corresponding

'comprehension as it relates to grammaiitalstructure) is the major variable

.reflected, in RT differences.
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Results

For each trial, we measured the interval between the onset of the question

and the onset of the answer, on the assumption that the comprehension prcicess

beginS at the beginning of the question. This measurement was primarily by an

.automatic process, in that the. timing signal pfoduced by our SSR keyboard (with

markers for the onset of the stimulus and the onset of the response) was decoded

from the'tape recording by a computer program.- The output of this.computer pro-

.? ,

gram was a listing such as that shown for one trial in Figure Five,4 where the

first "STI" and the first "RES" mark the onset of the stimulus -,and response re-

spectively. This decoding facility is implemented on a Harris 6024/5 Computer

at the Wisconsin Research and Development Center, and'has been described in

Stephenson and Roberts(1977). The third column in Figure Five shows the time

in twentieths of a second; thus the interval from onset to.onset in this case

is (2506 - 2474)/20 or 1.6 seconds..

InsertFigure Five about here

In certain.instanceS, we measured the interval manually from the audio

channel of the tape recording, i.e., by moving the tape slowly past the play-
,

back head, marking on the tape itself the onset of the question and the onset

of the answer. We did this in cases where the printout was obviously in error,

such as where no response was indicated on the printout but where a correct

4
response was ad0;ible in the recordingtand in an approximately.one-tenth ran-

r

dom saMple,of data, toikcheck the reliability of the automatic method. The

tw67 methods agreed to within rounding error in alitAint a handful of cases.

t

AJ
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Figure 5.

...

155
156

0102101,5 2430 /12
0102:030_2474 STI:
0;02103,8 2477157

158 0 :02 :03.9 2478 STI
159 0:02:04,3 24b5 ST1-
160 0;02:04,4 STI'_2489

0;02:04,5 2491 STI.161
_162 0:02 :04.6 2493 SW

0:02:05,3 2506 R15163
164 0402:05,6. 2512 %

r.

Sample of output from automated procedure fordetermining response
times. "/12 ".: -means question 12 for:this listener; "STI" and "RES"
indicate signals on the stimulus and response channels, respectively.
"?" and "%" are manually-entered from. the keyboard by the experimenter,
to verify the onset of the question and the answer, respectively.

29
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We believe that our manual measurements provided at least as fine a re-

solution as the automatic ones, since at the speed used, one-twentieth second

equals approximately 2.4 mm of tape. Hence we measured intervals to the near-

es1 one - twentieth second, subject to error Of at most five percent for vari-

ation in tape speed and for rounding.

We then ected the data to the following constraints:

- Oat only intervals for correct responses were included;
substitutions like "the father" for "the man" and "the
mother" for "the woman" were accepted, as were article-
gender errors'by DutCh and German children. All other
non-standard responses were treated-es-missing.

- that all response intervals of 3.5 seconds or longer
were treated as missing. Values this long occurred only
in the Dutch data in response to the ambiguous questions
and the forced object interpretations. We assume that
in intervals this longs some additional processing is
taking place.

- that answers preceded by pause - fillers such as "uhm"
and "er," coughs, or .other vocalizations were treated as
missing,, since we could not assume that the onset. of the
answer came as early as possible.

The data thus selected make up the basis for the results reported below.

will first describe the outcomes for adults only and then make comparisons with

children.

Main effects. A three-way analysis of'vatiance (Qtype x subject/object

x.verb, with repeated measures on subject/object) shows that in all three lain-

guages the response times to subject and object. questions differ, significantly.

What is striking is that the direction of these differences is not the same across

languages:, subject-questions are answered faster in Dutch and German, but objeCt-

k
questions are answered_ faster in English. Essentially the same results appear

30
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when one subtracts the length of each question from the response times, in ef-

fect measuring from the end of the question to the beginning of the answer.

Insert Table One about here

(We think that the former measure is the correct one, but the latter shows that

the differences we observed are'not merely the result of differences in the

duration of the questions themselves.)

Consistency. Though the overall difference between subject-questions and

object-questions is large and reliable according to the repeatedmeasures anal-

ysis of variance, its not entirely consistent across the four verbs or across

individual speakers of a language.

Let us consider consistency across verbs by language. In English, object -

questions were answered faster for all four verbs in both 'simple and embedded

questions, except for kiss in simple questions. This difference was significant

only for look in simple questions and pull in embedded questions,i however. Table

Two (below) summarizes these differences, with t-tests, for all three languages,

all four verbs, and both question forms. In German, subject-questions were an-

swered faster for all verbs in both question-forms except for kiss (kussen) in

simple questions and look (anschauen) in embedded questiObs. In Dutch, we will

consider only chase and pull (achternazitten and trekkeu), because'the questions

with look at and kiss were ambiguous, with no distinction except intonation be-

tween "subject" and "object" forms. (Bead, Kraak, and Boves (1979) suggest

that these-questions were interpreted as subject-questions on most trials, with

a slight effect of'intonation.) As for chase and pull in Dutch, the subject-

question advantage held for both question-types, except for chase in simple

31



19a Table 1

Response. TimeS to Subject- and Object-Questions:
Included are Adults for Whom no Values were Missing.

Values are in Twentieths of a Second.

Total RT

X

s.d.

RT
ulus length

X

s.d.

F,p

n

Simple

English Dutch German

Embedded Simple Embedded Simple Embqded

subj obj subj obj subj obj subj obj subj obj subj obj

31.2 29.6 34.4 33.5 38.6 41.9 39.9 44.2 32.1 33.0 43.2 44.8

4.4 4.7 6.4 5.9 8.0 8.8 5.4 '7.9 6.7 6.8 5.9 7.1

14.9; p <.001 31.9; p <.001 p < .005

13.1 11.2 16.3 15.1 13.4 16.5 14.7. 18.9 8.6 9.1 19.7 20.9

4.4 4.7 6,4 5.9 8.0 8.8 5.4 7.9 6.7 6.8 5.9 7.1

23.1; p'<.001 29.4; P <.001 4.3; p <.05

24 25 14 14 39 27

32
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I

questions. In summary', for eath of the six-columns of Table Two (three

lang:)ges x two question-typea),-there are at most two verbs for which the

subject-object difference waatNignificant.

Insert Table Two about here.

Similarly for consistency across listeners: in English one finds a clear

majority who answered object-questions consistently faster, but a minority who

answered subject-questions faster, and conversely for Dutch and German. The

existence of a minority in each language, from 4.5% in Dutch to 25.5% in German,

who ware consistently faster on the form for which their language-peers were

slower, indicates that the processing adyantage is not absolute.

Insert Table Three about here

Children. le main effects for children in all three languages are similar

to those for adults. In English, the same repeated-measures analysis of vari-

ance as was applied to the adult data shows a significant advantage forwobject-

questions (F 7 10.99, p < .003). The English-speaking children answered the

object-questions faster with all verbs, but this differejle leached signifi-

"N

cance only for look in embedded questions and kissin both question-types.

(See Table Four.) With German and Dutch children, only simple questions were

tested. German/children answered the subject-formsMhre rapidly with all verbs,

but this difference was not statistically significant overall (F = 2.26, p =

C/f.16) nof r any verb individually. (We
A
had,a somewhat-smaller sample of

children and of valid trials with German children.) For Dutch children, the.

33
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Table 2

Mean Differences in Response Time to Subject- and Object-Questions
for Adults. For a Missing Value, only the Subject/Object

Pair for that-Verb was Omitted.

English Dutch German-

Simple Embedded Simple Embedded Simple Embedded

looks

n 25 25 45 29

faster obj obj , subj obj

mean diff .19 .06 .05 .13

t,p 3.91 <.001 ,ns ns ns ..

chase

n 25 27 20 26 45 31

fasten obj obj obj subj subj subj

mean.diff .09 .05 .002 .27 .05 .12

t,p ns ns ns 3.20 <.004 ns 3.80 <.001
. ,

pull ..

n 25 27 27 26 39 30

faster obj obj subj subj subj subj

mean diff .05 .06 '-'1:37 .47 .10 .05

t,p ns 2.17 <.04 2.97 <.01 5.09 <.001 2.22 <.032 ns

kiss

n - ..- 24 ,27 44 V.
Taster subj obj obj subj

mean cliff .03 .01 .04 .13

t,p ns ns ins 2.02 <.053
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Table

Number and Percent Of7:Listeners iving Faster Responses to
Subject- or ObjectrigOestions, b Language. Included are

Adults From Both Question and Emb dded-Question' Conditions
for WhomAk16 Values'WSre Missing

English Dutch

?s.

Majority

subject faster

Neither

Majority

object faster

Totals

n

n

n

3,. 8

To

14

62.1

9.

'17

\ 77.3

4.5\

22

German

23

49.0

12

25.5

12

25.5

47,
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results take.a slightly different form, but they still accord in general

with the outcomes for adults.

Insert Table Four about here

Recall that in Dutch,'we actually disambiguated the questions only with

chase and pull, so that it is only for these verbs that'we can compare sub-

ject- -and object-questions. .With both verbs,"Dutch--children answered the- sub-- -
,

ject-questions significantly faster. (See Table Four.) It was not meaningful

to carry out the repeated-measures analysis of variance for the data as a
/

,

whole, because in thatprocednre, entire cases with missing values are deleted,

and there were many missing values from the Dutch children, primarily in re-

sponse to questions for which the picturecforced an object-interpretation

SOme of the Dutchichildren, in fact, apparen y could not assign object inter-
it

pretations in such cases, and as a result said, "Dat klopt niet!" ("That doesn't

make sense' ") or gave no rdsponse. In some instances, these chiidyen answered

following way:
JJ

Q: Who is the girl pulling?

A: The girl;

i.e.,they.ansWered as if they had assigned a subject-interpretation towhO, re-

gardless of the fact that the picture forced an object-interpretation. In other

words, it afpears that some of these Dutch six= and seven-year-olds have over-

generalized the preference for subject-interpretation of these questions: they

require a subject interpretation. In all, we got silence,.the wrong noun, or

"Dat klopt niet" from:9 out of 26 Dutch children in response to the counterpart

of "Who is the girl pulling?" and from 12 out of 26 in response to "Who is the

, 36
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Table 4

Mean Differences in Response Time to Subject-1 and Object7Questions
for Children. For a Missing Value, only the Subject/Object

Pair for that Verb was 91(itted.

English

. Simple Embedded

Dutch German

Simple Simple

look

n
faster
mean diff
t,p

20 14 17

obj obj subj

.08 .28 .03

ns 2.166 <.02 .na.

chase

-...

n 23 21 .11 17
.

faster o'bj obj subj sub)

mead diff .:02 .11 .77 .14'

t,p ns ns 4.25 <:00,2 , ns

pull

n , 22 .20 12 14

faster obj obj subj subj

mean diff .12 .14% .47 '.21

t,p ns << < s 3.98' . 002 ns

kiss

n
faster
mean diff
t,p

21 17 18

obj obj subj.

.16 .31 ( .15

2.18 <.04 3.55 <.003 ns
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boy chasing?" while some'of the youngest and some of the oldest children in

our 'sample gave correct answers. Irene Vogel and her colleagues_ have con-

firmed this observAtion with children in Amsterdam from 4 to 12 years old.

The eight-year-olds (only) gave no object-interpretation to questions like

these in a picture-interpretation task (Vogel, Bensink, Bol, van der Flier,

& Nagtegaal, 1979). This.over-generalization occurs much later than the

,bettet-knoWn morphological over-regularization in young children't-ian age.

Null effects. There,wereno significant differences by sex, according

to the same type of repeated-measuret analysis of.variance. This suggests

. that our counter-balancing of man /woman /boy /girl succeeded in avoiding biases

distribution or roles of the sexed. that might,have-affected responses:

There were also no effects of the two ordert of presentation, among

the English or German speakers, but there was a significant effect among Dutch

adults (F. =- 4.5,. p = .045). In the data, we find a few unusually large

ferences between the subject and object forms for pull which occurred primarily

in one order. We think this effect,-thoughie4l, is idiosyncratic.

Problems.. :The subject-advantage in German and nutch-ieparallel to the

observation that laiiguages, are more likely to be able to question or relativize
,

subjects thap objects (Keenan & Comrie, 1977). That is,, both ttKtendency among.

languages and the processing advaptage may reflect a basic preference for qties-
,

.

tionimg.:.sejectereher'thap,Pbleete;'- .Fromthis point of view, what'iS'strik-
e. ,--

,

ing is that our resu te for English, run counter to this preference. Before

we consider putative, explanations for these results,,-w0:*ist considgr the pos-,-

sibility:hat they are simply not valid. There is a way in which they might

1,e_arrefactual,
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Recall shat all of our test questions, though not the distracters, re-
,

ferred to pictures in which there were. only two people: a man and a woman or
.,.

a. boy and a girl. Let us assume that 'our'listeners quickly noticed thisfact

and inferred thatahen one member ofa pair was explicitlymentioned in a ques-
t: . 71re

tion, the referent for who,MUSebe the other one Given a picture with the

boy and the girl,if you are asked,

Who is chasing the boy?

A`..

you can infer without reference to any part of the question cidipthan "the
1 ,;.

boy," that .the answer must be "the girl." Now given,

Who is the boy chasing?

you can make the same inference,..but.thei!crUClal cue, "the, boy," comes earlier
.

'In the question. This difference could:lead an artefactual object-question

advantage in English and not in German or Dutch.

e;best way-of ruling out, this "other noun" strategy would be.to redo
,

the':eXPeribeniSing.pictures with .multiple people (and other changes) . We
,

. ,

,,e

plaOro dp:juat that. But even withouethe results of a second experiment,
. -:-c.,.t

. . . 4
: . , . f ..

N Y --

.

there are snmerelevant..considerations. First,1 it is notable that to assume

that listeners adopted the "other noun" strategy is to assume that giventlie .

opPortunity, they quickly set aside their usual:44y of comprehending questions

8

and adopted a new one suited'Only to this situation. We don't doubt that lis-
,

,yteners adapt their comprehension to circumstances, but we doubt that both

adults and.children would do it so quickly,with so little provocation.

'A reAated question is whether listeners' strategies appeared to change

dUringnui.I.Aat-of questions. If the object - advantage in English is a result
`,..

.

of-normal cOMprehension processes, then it should be:more or lessconstant



through the list. If it is the result:of:an "other noun" strategy, then it-

mightvery well develop duringthe.list,.bince that strategy would not work

with our introductory qUebtions

In fact, whether one measures the total reaction time or just that portion

--aftei:Ehe-end of the'question, there no mOnotoniCjnorease ib the object

admkniage for English. In general, the second object-qu'estion'is answered

I.

faster than the: one 0.n fact, the. second OestiOriOf either kind is an

swered arter than the.first one), but beyoncrthesecand instance, there i

general speed-up in response to object-questions. We have examined response

,times and th, 'Object advantage in relation to order of presentation in con-
.

siderable detail, but have been unable to either confirm or disconfirm the
4 0,

"other-noun" strategy, mainly because when the object advantage does increase

across order of presentation, it is.cosiSient with a general but irregular

tendency for all responses to speedupThis tendency occurs in German, as

well as in English.

In Aum. the "other- noun" strategy remains a possibility that-would :haVe
. .

,

4 .

to be dIaconfirmed before one could be ce*ain of the object advantage

Englishand the contrast between Engliah'ind the other two languages. That

hypothetical strategy,is not supportedbi an increasing object advantage across

the order of presentation, however..

One other extraneous factor may be worth conSidering ,namely the possible

influsence of sex-role expectationsin'the interpretation of reciprocal pictures.

In Read,' Kraak, and Boves (1979), Dutch adults showetnosignificant sex-role
y,!

biaseaan their interpretation of questions with these and four other verbs.

However, such a bias may have slightly affected our results.. For reciprocal

40



Aactions ,such. as

the listener may expect

. .

picture
.

.

cture MaiCa!l& a woman kissing: each other,

one person or the Other to, be the agent. Indeed, the

subject-question, "Who is kissing the woman / non-significSntlyfaster

responses than its object counterpart, wheredajor::all other questions in English

(in both question-types and at both ages),. the,Object question was answered

faster. Possibly an expectation by.adul*O.piy,..:.that..:When aman and a woman

kiss, the man is the initiator (i.e., the.agent) May contribute to this sole

ption. This is the only indication of sex -role bias thai we have found

our results, however, and it accounts for at most aslight difference.

Discussion

As best we can determilie, our results, especially those for English, are

not consistent with any purely syntactically -based model of sentence piOcesS-

ing. Obviously, the outcome in English gives no-support ,whatever to the CSS. ,

Similarly, propessing:MOdeis:of the AT/4 sort described in Wannerand MaTatbos

t

(1978), at least ad-dAstuSsedin that work and others like Wanner (1980), do

pediethe kind of outcome we obtained. (However, Wanner and Maratsos

*kMowledi0:thst contektual or Semantic inforMaetion may in certain'circum-
4

Stances.perMit,.Comgrehension to take .01.ace with.ilittle'Seyntaetic analysis; we

.return to this point subsequently.,,); The AIIHmodel. (and also the general prin-
_...

,-.

ciple..of.parsing that Fodor .1979 prOposes) would predict that the greater the
.

diStaMeebetween a WH-word and thesubsequent "gap" which fills.(or binds),
. .

.

the more the processing load in the region between filler and gap. MoreoVer,

one might expect, ceteriaparibus, that the sooner the kap can be filled (bnd),

-the, quicker the sentence can be successfully processed, and responded to Thuik.

uSingtheconventional representation oftthe gap, it is clear that the .gap can

4J.,' a
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be filled ea.rlier in (la), repeated below as (13

(13) a. . Who A is kissing the woman?

, than in (lb):

b. Whoisthe woman kissing A?

It would seemYthat any syntactically-based linear procedure for assigning fil-.

lers to gaps predicts greater ease and probably speed for subject- than,loc

ject-questions, especially if the processor has a limited (one or two .,Ward)

"look ahead" capacity - cf. Kimball (1973)".'end Frazier and Fodor (1978);

Wanner and Maratsos.found suppiirt for the greater ease of processing subject

relatives than object relatives, thereby supporting their suggestion '(121)

that * "at least in some circumstances, . . functional informa,t10*.is deter-

mined
. .

syntacticallY during comprehension. The task we set olq-Subjects ap-
, -

4

:tpars to have' brought evidence to bear on a further question they raise, name- 4::Y
.,,

ly whether their predictions about syntactic processing hold up when semantic

or contextual information is addeC
, .

If we consider examples ti3a).end(13b) with reference only to the struc-

ture of the sentences and-qecontext-(namely, the reciprocal picture)-,. it
.

should be clear that even when the filler for the gap in (13a) has been iden-,

tified, there is not enough information to determine the referent of who until

the final NP the woman has been procebsed. The picture does not permit ther:

:-

identification of the agent, even with knOwledge of the verb. But i4:(13b),

on the other hand, once a S' has heard the subject NP the woman, hiedn deter-
'

mine that who must pick out the man. The S could determine this either by the

"other noun strategy" or by some variant such as the following: the S sees

that the picture involves two individuals, the man and the woman, engaged in

the act of kissing one another. In the course of hearing question (13b), by
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the pAnt that the phrasethe:wOman is-reCi4red, the 's effectively, has as much

information as he needs to,determine,grammatiCattelations: the picture

...! ,

preeenis two (and only two) individuals engaged in a reciprocal aCtoili given

tfie:strd,Cture of the, question through the woman,.the S'C'arr:Aetermine that the

woman must be the subject and that who must therefore pick out the object.

Hence, the S has suffiFient information at this point to answer the question,

even without knowing certainly what. action the question will ask.about
.

the verb could have been holding instead of kissing, and the answer would be

the same).

On:thg other hand, in questions like (9), repeated below as (14):,-sirice

the picture represents a non-reciprocAl-Action, the situation of the S is dif-

ferent:-

(14) a. Who A is pulling the girl?

b. Who is the girl pulling A?

In this case, the S has sufficient contextual and grammatical information to

answer )44 questions before they are completed. The answer to (14a) can'be .

deduCed.bY the point the S hears pulling, since given the form of the question

hecan::determine that it is asking for the identity of the subject (agent),

and that the action is non-reciprocal. In a different way, the answer to (14b)

can be deduced by the point the S hears the girl; who must refer to the other

noun, i.e., the object. 'Note that in the non-reciprOcal pairs, the answer is

deducible at approximately the same temporal point in the sentence; the (mostly

nonsignificant) object advantage found in these cases may be due to_the prob-

ably-greater semantic complexity of verbal versus nominal structure. It is

plausible to assume that it takes longer to compute a reading for pulling than
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for .the'girl, so that the semantic and contextual information sufficient to

answer (14b) is most likely available slightly sooner than it is for (14a).

Our results were geperally,consistent with this story, and would thus seem

to argue for an on-line interactive model of processing which brings to bear, all

the available sources.of information (syntactic, semantic,and pragmatic) in

parallel. Such a view of sentence processing has been proposed by Marslen-

Wilson, Tyler, and Seidenberg (1978). As described there (p. 219), "This ap-

proach claims, in'essence, that the listener attempts to interpret fully each

utterance word-by-word as be hears it," bringing lexical, syntactici semantic,

and non-linguistic information jointly to bear in the comprehension process.

And while our task clearly does not,offer direct evidence abdRt on-line pro-

cessing, the pattern described above is consistent with the pictar o on-

line interactive processing rather than a syntactically-based mod 1.

Looked at from. this perspective,,the results from English-speaking chil-

dren come close to meeting the predictions of the.interactive model. Comparing

reciprocal with non-reciprocal verbs in both question-types, we find that in

'three of the four cases with reciprocal verbs, the object, advantage is large

and statistically significant, while in all the non-reciprocal cases, there. is

an objectadvantage, but it is small and nonsignificant. On the other hand,

the adult English - speakers'- performance is less consistent. in detail with this

story. As suggested above, this may be partly due to a response bias with re-

spect to. the kiss-sentences, but the fact is that only one of the four reci'

procal verbs shows significant object advantage.o Moreover, there is a margin-

.ally significant object advantage for, one of the non-reciprocal verbs. We are

quite frankly puzzled by this aspect of the results, since they Seem to fit
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no one's model pretisAy. With this reservation, however, we think the results

as a whole are most consistent with the view that sentence comprehension identi-

fies probable referents as early as possible in the presentation of the string,

using contextual-and semantic information as well as syntactid. One such view

is that of Marslen-Wilson et al. (1978), though some syntactically-based parsers

have allowed for the contribution non-syntactic information as well.

A
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Appendix

. On the next page appears the full set pf s m questions used in the

experiments. The embedded question lists were identical except for the

changS required to convert the sentences into the proper indirect ques

tion form. For English, this involved embedding the questions into the
6,

frame Tell. me . . . and moving the auxiliary in objectquestions directly

.before : the For Dutch the comparable change required the_in7

7 ..-

troduction of Zeg me ,: and the placement of the finite verb at the end

of the interrogative cleUee'.'. 'In German, the embedded questions are structured

just like the Dutch ones;'theYere introduced by Sag mir .
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English

1., Who is the biggest ?.

2. Who did the cat scratch?

3. Who is the woman kissing?

4. Who is pulling the girl?

5. Whose bubble' is smallest?

6. Who is chasing the boy?

7. Who is the man looking at?

8. Who is he giving the letter to?

9. Who is kissing the woman?

10. Who is,the girl pulling?

11. Who is 'the book near?

1;. Who is the boy chasingl

13. Who is looking at the man?

49

Dutch

Wie is het grootst ?'

Wie krabde de kat?

Wie zoent de vrouw?

Wie trekt het meisje?

Wie heeftide kleinste ballou?

Wie zit de jongen achterna?

Wie ki j kt de man aan?

Wie geef hij de brief?

Wie zoent'de vrouw?

Wie treit het meisje?

Bij wie ligt het boek?

Wie cit de jongen achterna?

German

Wer ist der grUsste?

Wen kratzte die Katze?

WenktissrdieFre

Wer zieht das Mdcheni

Wer hat den kleinsten Ballon?

Wer verfolgt den Jungen?

Wen schaut der Mann an?

,Wem gibt er den Brief?

Wer kOsste die Frau?

41, Wen zieht das Mdchen?

Nan lien liegt das Buch?

Wen verfolgt der Junge?

Wie kijkt de man aan? Wer schaut den Myn an?
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